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Memorigin
Memorigin is the first Hong Kong brand specializing in tourbillons. We bring together Oriental
craftsmanship and world class Western watchmaking skills to present state-of-art tourbillons.
Best quality materials and parts sourced from different countries are assembled by hand into
our masterpieces. In-house movements with vigorous controls on production lines are applied
to ensure world class craftmanship and quality, recognized by international professionals. Our
tourbillon watches are designed by reowned Hong Kong designers and passionate collectors
with innovative concepts. In addition to conventional elegant styled tourbillons, we infuse
cultural elements into our designs. Our unique in-movement word engraving service ensure
our customers bring their fondest memories wherever they go.
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Presented before you, is one of the most engaging movements in watchmaking history
— the tourbillon, a mechanical marvel which watch collectors around the world are eager
to acquire and speak of highly. A revelation when it was first developed, not only for the
visual impact of the mechanism of a rotating tourbillon, but also for the sheer genius of its
mechanical ingenuity which enabled more accurate timekeeping by counteracting unfavorable
gravitational forces of the earth that normally affects other mechanical watches.
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Hong Kong Spirit

Jackie Chan Series

Lamon Tea Series

Lamon Tea Series
Barcode: 4894379078281
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed
of 60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Jackie Chan has participated in many films, and has successfully joined to Hollywood, is one of the few worldrenowned Chinese stars. Memorigin is honored to cooperate with Mr. Jackie Chan to launch the watch. The
diamond is used as the scale, and the logo of Jackie Chan is engraved at 3 o’clock and 12 o’clock. The outer
ring of the Day / night and the power reserve indicator have unique carvings.
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193 pieces of subassembly module 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour circle
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
Trademark of Lamon Tea engraved at 12 o’clock
Power reserve indicator (Handle shaped at 9 o’clock)
Characters of Lamon Tea engraved at 3 o’clock
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

L.T. Lam, who is 91 years old and also known as the “Father of
Transformers in China”, witnessed the development of the Hong
Kong Toy Industry for more than half a century. He created the
yellow duck in 1948, witnessed the various changes in Hong Kong,
including the gradual rise of Hong Kong since the desperate times
immediately after World War II.
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Hong Kong Tramways 115th Anniversary Series

Hong Kong Tramways 115th Anniversary Series

Barcode:4894379805382
Diameter: 42mm
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/ Hour
‘Hong Kong Tramways’ embossment at 12 o’clock position
The logo of ‘Hong Kong Tramways 115th anniversary’
embossment at 3 o’clock position
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of 60s
for one circle
Flying Tourbillon
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Power reserve indicator
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Alligator strap
Stainless-steel watch case
Night-illuminating hands
Silver bar-shape indices
Both sides sapphire crystal

The Hongkong Tramway Electric Company Limited was established in England. It was responsible for building
and operating the tramway system for Hong Kong. At the end of the same year, the Electric Traction Company
of Hongkong Limited took control of the Hongkong Tramway Electric Company Limited. In 1910, Hong Kong
Tramways Company Limited was officially named. It has been used until now.
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Yan Chai Hospital Tourbillon

501 Series

Yan Chai Hospital Tourbillon
Barcode: 4894379807614
Diameter: approx. 43mm
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Flying Tourbillon
80 hours power reserve
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Twin mainspring barrel
Power reserve indicator
Rose gold plated stainless steel case
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Barcode: 4894379075716
Detail:
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed
of 60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Today, the dart is not only a recreational activity in the bar, but a sport that emphasizes the whole body. It requires
the combination of hand and eye, exercise spirit and technology. Similarly, the technique of watchmaking
emphasizes physical calculation and craftsmanship, especially Flywheel clock production, a collection of more
than 100 parts, challenge the skills of our craftmen.
World famous darts player – Paul Lim and female darts player Miss Leung Yuen collaborate with Memorigin to
create the 501 series. The surface is decorated with charm black as the main body, and the red pointer creates a
strong color contrast. At 3 o’clock position, the rose gold darts sculpture is placed on the star plate, reminding
the players to exercise technology day and night. The energy display at 9 o’clock position is engraved with the
traditional dart target shape, and the power is condensed, so as to seek “one shot in the box”.
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Rotary International District 3450 Tourbillon

Rotary International District 3450 Tourbillon

Rotary International District 3450
Tourbillon
Barcode: 4894379091112
173 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of 60s
for one circle
Flying tourbillon
Twin mainspring barrel
Day / night indicator
Power reserve indicator
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Barcode: 4894379078311
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of 60s
for one circle
Flying tourbillon
Twin mainspring barrel
Day / night indicator
Power reserve indicator
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Rotary International District 3450 Tourbillon
Rotary provides service to others, promotes integrity, and advances world understanding, goodwill, and peace
through our fellowship of business, professional, and community leaders. Memorigin cooperated with Rotary
International District 3450 to create the “Rotary International District 3450 Tourbillon”.
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Eastern Long Lions Tourbillon Watch

Eastern Long Lions Tourbillon Watch

Eastern Long Lions Toubillon Watch
Both sides sapphire crystal
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency 28,800 oscillations/hour
Twin mainspring barrel
Day/Night indicator
Power reserve indicator
80 hours power reserve
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle
Electronic basketball scoreboard as time index at 12
o’clock position
Logo of the Eastern Sports Club is carved on day/night
indicator in
skeletal football shape
Symbol of the Eastern Sports Club’s “dragon” is carved
on the power reserve indicator
Basket-shaped mesh pattern on the outer ring of the dial
Blue alligator strap

Eastern Long Lions is the only sports club in Hong Kong operating both professional football and basketball
teams. We are committed to pragmatically building one of Asia’s most successful professional sports clubs
through professional development, management specialization, youth training and community care.
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Corporates & Societies

AIA

Barcode: 4894379550114
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

AXA – Insurance Company Tourbillon

Barcode: 4894379800288 & 4894379800387
155 pieces of subassembly module and 18
jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at
a speed of 60s for one circle
Flying tourbillon
40 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Memorigin, a Hong Kong tourbillon watch brand, and AIA the largest independent publicly listed pan-Asian life
insurance group, link up together for launching a special edition watch which is known as the “AIA Series”, in
order to play a leadership role in driving economic and social development across the region.
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PWC

Barcode: 4894379072715
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

PWC helps to build a strong, non-profit organization that understands and recognizes the importance of sustainable
development in Hong Kong. Memorigin specially designed a watch for PWC. The logo of the PWC at 3 o’clock is placed
on the star plate as a circle, representing the coverage of PWC in China and serving customers at any time.
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Ging Sun Ho Tourbillon

Barcode: 4894379080710
Watch diameter: 43 mm
At least 181 pieces of subassembly module and 19
jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
GMT indicator
Day/Night indicator
Flying tourbillon
40 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Former singer, Oscar Siu, turned into an entrepreneur in the industry of food and beverage after ending his contract
with his record company in 2010. With his motto “Keep the faith, trust yourself, go ahead”, he went to Shanghai
alone and learned to make Shanghainese buns. He opened his first restaurant ‘Ging Sun Ho’ in Mongkok afterward.
His rapid expansion in business within a few years is one of the best examples to show how he has overcome all the
challenges with his bravery. Appreciating his ‘never give up’ Hong Kong spirit, Memorigin invited Oscar to partner
up for the launch of Keep the Faith tourbillon watch.
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Formula Masters (FMCS)
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Formula Masters China Series (FMCS) is a new
Formula series designed to develop young
drivers, and adds an exciting new element to the
Chinese and Asian motorsport scene. The focus
of the series is to provide an affordable and
equitable stage on which to nurture fledgling
talent ensuring skill and not financial advantage
dictate success on the race track.

Land Rover Club

It is Memorigin’s honor to be invited as one of the
sponsorships for the Land Rover Club’s charity event
– “Land Rover Club 80 Days Around the World Trip”.
Especially, in order to celebrate this event, Memorigin
specially designed a tourbillon watch. All the participants
will wear this watch to finish the whole trip. It is a historical
moment that Memorigin can witness together.
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The University of Hong Kong

Barcode: 4894379073811
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Logo of “The University of Hong Kong”
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

USC Hong Kong Alumni

Memorigin specially designed a tourbillon watch for all the
alumnus of USC. In the Christmas Dinner of USC Alumni
Association, this “Fight On” USC tourbillon watch was an
auction that raised donation.

“Fight On” USC Tourbillon Watch
Specially made for USC Alumni Association (Hong Kong)

In addition to participating in and supporting charitable activities, Memorigin also wants to contribute to society.
The University of Hong Kong, Asia’s Global University, delivers impact through internationalization, innovation
and interdisciplinarity. It makes a positive social contribution through global presence, regional significance and
engagement with the rest of China. Skills and talents with wisdom and wisdom contribute to the promotion of
social progress. Memorigin has worked with many charitable and educational groups to give back to the society.
Therefore, Memorigin and the University of Hong Kong jointly launched a special edition watch to continue to
help the education sector.
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“Fight On” USC Tourbillon Watch
Specially made for USC Alumni Association (Hong Kong)
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The Oustanding Young Person’s Association (TOYPA)

Barcode: 4894379680415
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a
speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillon
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap

Since 1977, The Outstanding Young Person’s Association has hosted a various of social events. All funding
is through annual fundraising, and each event must be planned and participated by the members. All of the
members maintain the purpose of “create the future by young person”, in order to create a better future.
Memorigin is honored to link up with The Outstanding Young Person’s Association to launch the watch for
fundraising and donations for charitable activities.
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The Oustanding Young Person’s Association (TOYPA)

Barcode: 4894379680514
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillon
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

The design of appearance is similar to the classic ancient architectures in the Western palace. Designer is projected
the design of the column in the palace on the skeleton pattern of the dial at 3 o’clock, the moon and sun face of the
day-light indicator are similar to the ancient mural’s content.
It decorated “Palm” as the most significant look of the watch design at 12 o’clock. With power reserve indicator
displayed at 9 o’clock.
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Junior Chamber International Hong Kong (JCIHK)

Barcode: 4894379520117
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Junior Chamber International Hong Kong (JCIHK), inaugurated in 1950, is an affiliate with the worldwide
leadership development organization. The purpose of JCI is to provide different development and training
platforms for young people to learn from meaningful social work programs, in order to enhance their management
skills and experience so that they can make positive changes.
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Memorigin specially designed the watch for the JCI, and only produced 100 to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of JCI. The design is specially designed to engraved the “JCI” at the day / night indicator and the
100th anniversary at the power reserve indicator, and all revenue will be donated for charity fund raising.

Lions Clubs International

Barcode: 4894379075853
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Logo of “Lion Clubs International” and “100th
anniversary” engraved at 12 and 3 o’clock
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Lions Clubs International continues to expand its service missions, not only to the local community, but also
to every category of the globe. Memorigin specially design a series of watches featuring the Lions Clubs
International, including the 100th Anniversary Watch, which featured the Lions Club logo at 12 o’ clock position,
a representation of the Club facing its past and future. It shows both pride of heritage and confidence in the
future. The 3 o’clock position was engraved with 100th anniversary, commemorating the Lions Club International
has contributed to the society for 100 years. The 9 o’ clock position is engraved with 4 sculptures, which
represents environmental protection, vision, relief of hunger and children.
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Hong Kong St.Joseph’s College Tourbillon

Hong Kong St. Joseph’s College
Tourbillon
Following the success of launching the Queen’s College 150th
Anniversary tourbillon watch, Memorigin has designed a new w a t c h
collect io n fo r the St. Jos eph College.
Especially, St. Joseph College is the school that Memorigin’s founder
– William has studied before.

Details about Hong Kong St. Joseph’s College Tourbillon
173 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Hong Kong Queen’s College

Hong Kong Queen’s College
It is Memorigin’s honor to be invited to design the special edition
tourbillon watch for celebrating the Queen’s College 150th Anniversary.
The appearances of the special edition tourbillon watch for the
Queen’s College 150th Anniversary.

Details about Hong Kong Queen’s College Tourbillon
181 pieces of subassembly module and 19 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
GMT dual time zone function
Power reserve of 40 hours
Day / night indicator
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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La Salle Tourbillon

Cornell University Tourbillon

Cornell University Tourbillon
Graduated from Cornell University attaining his master degree in
Applied Economics and Management, Memorigin’s Founder &
CEO William Shum would like to express his heartfelt appreciation
to his alma mater for their support and contribution. He showed
his pride as an alumnus by creating the Cornell University Tourbillon.

La Salle tourbillon watch
Marking its 60th anniversary, La Salle Primary School
collaborated with Memorigin on launching the La Salle
tourbillon watch.
Barcode: 4894379053486 & 4894379053387
155 pieces of subassembly module and 18 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of 60s
for one circle
Flying tourbillon
40 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Barcode: 4894379812182
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of 60s
for one circle
Flying tourbillon
Twin mainspring barrel
Day / night indicator
Power reserve indicator
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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DSOBA Centennial Tourbillon

An Undefiled Heritage

Formosa 60th Anniversary tourbillon watch

X
60 ANNIVERSARY TOURBILLON DESIGN
Formosa 60th Anniversary
Tourbillon watch

Details about Formosa 60th Anniversary tourbillon watch

155 pieces of subassembly module18 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
Memorign co-operated with the famous Taiwan The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
retail chain store - Formosa to launch a tourbillon rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
watch for celebrating the 60th anniversary.
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillon
40 hours power reserve.
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

DSOBA Centennial Tourbillon
The “DSOBA Centennial Tourbillon” is a
meticulously crafted timepiece, designed
specifically to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of Diocesan School Old Boys’
Association. It proves that the heritage and
brotherhood as old boys of DBS are timeless,
inspirational, transcending generations.
Barcode: 4894379821986
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillations/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a
speed of 60s for one circle
Flying tourbillon
Twin mainspring barrel
Day / night indicator
Power reserve indicator
80 hours power reserve
Alligator strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Ascot Chang 60th Anniversity

Ascot Chang 60th Anniversary
Tourbillon watch
To celebrate Ascot Chang 60th anniversary, Memorigin
cooperates with Ascot Chang in designing two
commemorative editions of tourbillons, each limited to 30 pieces,
with great collectible value.
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Ascot Chang 60th Anniversity

Details about Ascot Chang 60th Anniversary
Tourbillon Watch

Details about Ascot Chang 60th Anniversary
Tourbillon Watch

173 pieces of subassembly module and 27
jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

188 pieces of subassembly module and 21
jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement
system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Patented Movies & Characters

Ip Man Tourbillon

Ip Man Tourbillon
It has been 10 years since the release of the first film in the Ip Man Series. As the classics in the category
of martial arts film, it never fails to surprise the audience. Produced by Mandarin Motion Pictures Ltd, Ip
Man 4: The Finale was released on 20 December 2019. The film gathers a powerful crew, including the
director Wilson Yip, the martial arts choreographer Yuen Woo-ping, the producer Raymond Wong, and
the ‘Strongest in the Universe’ Donnie Yuen. To promote the film and Wing Chun, the traditional Chinese
martial arts, Memorign, the Hong Kong tourbillon watch brand, co-operates with Mandarin Motion
Pictures Ltd to launch the Ip Man tourbillon watch.
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Ip Man Tourbillon

Barcode: 4894379807089
Black PVD coated stainless steel case
Watch diameter: approx.43mm
Watch thickness: approx.14mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance: 5ATM
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of subassembly module and 207jewels
Frequency: 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Manual winding mechanism
Ip Man themed skeleton dial
GMT indicator
Day/Night indicator
Silver luminous dauphine hands
Alligator strap
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Patented Movies & Characters

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon2

Mnet Asian Music Awards (MAMA)

193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock
rotates at a speed of 60s for one circle
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Flying Tourbillon
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Directed by Yuen Woo-ping, the expert of the martial arts, the film –
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Sword of Destiny” was launched. The
famous actor and actress, Donnie Yen, Michelle Yeoh respectively casted
in the film also that coordinated with over 700 staff from all over the world to
finish this film in 2 years. The film includes a big wisdom of the Chinese and
Western culture.
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The Mnet Asian Music Awards (MAMA) was held at 22nd November, 2013 night. In order to celebrate the 15th
anniversary of the MAMA, Memorigin has sponsored this event and customized a 15th Anniversary MAMA
tourbillon watch for the artists
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Garfield Series

Barcode : 4894379590189
Model No.: GF 0619
Movement diameter: 43 mm
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency : 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Flying Tourbillon
80 hours power reserve
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Garfield Sculpture
Twin mainspring barrel
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
Rose gold plated luminous dauphine hands
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

Smurfs Series

Barcode: 4894379073989
Details:
193 pieces of subassembly module with 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of
60s for one circle.
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Flying tourbillion
Power reserve indicator
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal

The Smurfs “debut” for around 60 years, accompanied by a lot of people to grow up, with a variety of images into
a number of roles, making the overall story more interest and deeply touched. Memorigin specially designed
the “Smurfs” tourbillon watch, thanks for the Smurfs for bring us the wonderful childhood.
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Smiley Series

Movement No.: SM 0310
Watch diameter: approx. 43 mm
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Flying Tourbillon
80 hours power reserve
The balance wheel and the escapement system
encircle the center of balance wheel
Diamond quantity: 28pcs (Total Weight: 0.361 Carat)
Sapphire quantity: 4pcs (Total Weight: 0.02 Carat)
Twin mainspring barrel
Rose gold plated vintage type stainless steel case
Black alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Smiley Series

Movement No.: SM 0310
Watch diameter: approx. 43 mm
193 pieces of subassembly module and 27 jewels
Frequency: 28,800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillon located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Flying Tourbillon
80 hours power reserve
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle
the center of balance wheel
Diamond quantity: 10pcs (Total Weight: 0.27 Carat)
Twin mainspring barrel
Contemporary type stainless steel case
Blue alligator Strap
Both sides sapphire crystal
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Scan the QR code to browse Memorigin's online profiles and stay updated with our latest news!

2021D

The information provided refers to the model named, or is of a general nature. All the specifications
are subject to production tolerances. The “jewels” or “rubies” used in the watch models are not
genuine precious stones. Not all timepieces and watch models in this brochure are shown in their
actual size. The colours of the timepieces and watch models illustrated may vary due to the printing
process. No part of this brochure may be reproduced, scanned or transmitted either online or in any
form without prior written permission from Memorigin, which is a registered trademark.

